Re-Grip Replacement
Handles
Don’t throw your tools away just because the handle’s worn!
Guaranteed.

Helps prevent blisters.

Re-Grip has been designed to redistribute energy created by impact &
add comfort to the repetitive motion
task. Placing it on all types of levers
and handles can help prevent these
disorders while providing comfort &
durability.
- Affordable
- Non-slip for better
control and safety
- Ergonomic design
reduces muscle fatigue

Re-Grip is Eco-Friendly.
They use
recycled
materials in
their products.

Simple to install.

RE-GRIP can be applied to a wide variety of cylindrical and semicylindrical objects such as tools, levers, sports equipment and
handle bars, to name just a few of the uses. RE-GRIP not only
provides mechanical and environmental protection, but enhances
safety and comfort.
Replacement and supplementary grips are uncommon because handles come in a variety of shapes and sizes
and replacing a handle is generally a difficult process. Replacement grips are available, but tend to be very
specific to a particular handle and application, such as golf clubs or tennis rackets. These are usually replaced
by professionals because of the difficulty and expertise required. A replacement grip like dip grips or spray grip
simply don’t work very well. RE-GRIP fills the void by providing durability without sacrificing comfort; it can be
installed on almost any handle and is easy enough that anyone can add a new grip.

Demo videos available on-line... blackjackcompany.com/videos.html
RE-GRIP Handle SPECIFICATIONS
Part
Number

UPC

Min
Qty

Fit Over
Clearance
(”)

Shrink Range
Minimum Maximum (”)

Recommended
Min OD
Max OD

Length
(”)

Coil
Colour

PN367

Suggested
Uses

859155003066

1

1.3

.63 to 1.3

.58 / 1.1
14mm / 31mm

7

green

Screw driver, broom, small rake &
shovels, hairbrush, mini flashlight,
socket wrench, ratchet...

PN447

859155003080

1

1.6

.76 to 1.6

.69 / 1.5
18mm / 38mm

7

yellow

Hammers, pipe wrenches, shovels,
hatchets, flashlights, trowels, exercise
equipment, rakes, fishing poles...

PN617

859155003103

1

2.1

.98 to 2.2

.88 / 1.8
22mm / 46mm

7

red

Wheelbarrows, large pipe and socket
wrenches, post hole diggers, sledges,
axes...

Use the smallest size diameter RE-GRIP that will slip over your tool, handle, lever and more.
“Working as a mechanic, I use tools every day.
I can honestly say that RE-GRIP has lessoned
my fatigue and provides great comfort”
- Harrison M - Miami, FL

”I am embarrassed to say that I am addicted to
RE-GRIP. I have literally put it on almost every
tool in my garage”
- Terry S - Portland, OR

“It was so easy to install and WOW
did it make a world of difference”
- Kathy D - Madison, WI
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